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Abstract. Typical view sharing system has same camera alignment that camera 
take images from back of remote instructor. We change this alignment to cam-
era take images from front of remote instructor for preventing occlusions 
caused by a body of remote instructor self. Also as visual feedbacks, a mirror 
image of remote instructor is indicated in display of remote instructor side. 
Eventually remote instructor can confirm own instruction in the display. There-
fore due to displaying the mirror image of remote instructor and changing cam-
era alignment, we proposed and implement a novel remote collaboration system 
which prevents occlusion problems caused by instructor body self when he/she 
sends clear instructions by whole body gesture and allows instructor to use di-
rect manipulation. 

Keywords: Remote collaboration, Occlusion, Augmented Reality, View shar-
ing system, Spatial AR. 

1 Introduction 

Work conducted by a local worker under the instructions of a remote instructor is 
called remote collaboration [1-3]. Using a telecommunication terminal, the remote 
instructor and the local worker transmit and receive sounds and videos to accomplish 
their work since they cannot share voices and views directly. On the other hand, a 
worker and an instructor sometimes communicate regarding objects and places in real 
work spaces in local collaborative works. To conduct such communication smoothly, 
a support system sends the remote instructions including the place of the local worker. 

Especially, some studies focus on the situation in which a remote instructor  
provides an instruction to a local worker with real objects, for example, repairing 
machinery. In these studies, a tabletop display is adopted to capture the gesture of the 
instructor and a projector is adopted to indicate the gesture image to the real-world 
directly [9-12]. With these devices, it becomes easy that a local worker realizes an 
instruction intuitively with watching the projected image of instruction gesture on the 
work environment. This study focuses on remote collaboration in which a local work-
er works with real objects using a remote instructor. The goal of this study is to 
achieve an interaction that allows a remote instructor to provide a local worker with 
clear and accurate instructions by means of various gestures. A view sharing system 
between remote instructor and local worker are often used in this type of remote  
collaboration. In particular, we focus to occlusion problems when making clear  
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instructions by gestures. To solve this problem, we apply spatial augmented reality 
technique to view sharing system for remote collaboration..  

2 Related Work 

Some researches study the support of the instruction to the local worker by the remote 
instructor as a remote collaboration. Some of these research focus on the remote col-
laboration with real-world objects. The teleoperated laser pointer is adopted in some 
research as a pointing tool for remote collaboration [4-6]. Cterm [4] and GestureLaser 
[5] are device placed in a work space, and WACL [6] is a wearable device. Each of 
these is compact size and consists of a camera, a microphone, a speaker and a laser 
pointer which can be controlled remotely. The instructor can pan and tilt the laser 
pointer on the camera to point at real-world objects. GestureMan [7] is a system 
equipped with not only a teleoperated laser pointer but also a robot head and a robot 
arm. The robot head and the robot arm trace the motion of the remote instructor. 

Kondo [8] develops view sharing system between an instructor and a worker for 
remote collaboration. This system is constructed from the video-see-through Head 
Mounted Displays (HMD) and motion trackers. The system allows two users in re-
mote places to share their first-person views each other. 

To achieve the instruction considering embodiment in the remote collaboration, 
some researches display the image or the shadow of the instructor on the work envi-
ronment [9-12]. These systems allow to transmit the embodiment and awareness to 
the remote worker by sharing their arms and gestures each other on the displayed 
image. These research show the remote communication becomes smooth by consider-
ing embodiment and transmitting the awareness information or gestures. Therefore, 
the instruction via work field images including target object is effective for the remote 
collaboration with real-world objects. Moreover, considering embodiment and trans-
mitting gesture or awareness information is important in the instruction with real-
world objects. However, above systems focus on the system placed on the work envi-
ronment. There has been little researches which proposes the instructor system, the 
remote interaction for the instructor and deploying spatial AR techniques. 

3 View Sharing System Using Instructor Mirror Image 

In typical view sharing system for remote collaboration, as conveying remote instruc-
tion to local worker, researchers studied indicating only arm image of instructor and 
line drawing [14-15], whole body or upper of instructor [13][16] and some instruc-
tions in VR space rebuilt for remote instructor. Especially, we focus to Kuzuoka 
works [17] that upper body image can help to understand instructor’s gestures and 
measure intelligibility of worker and instructor. Along to the principle, we use images 
of instructor’s upper body to support nonverbal communication. 

In typical view sharing system for remote collaboration, HMD and table top dis-
play are used for displaying situation of remote instructor and local worker sites each 
other. Remote instructor and local worker cannot take different field of view because  
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Fig. 1. Occlusion problems in typical view sharing system 

view of remote instructor and local worker are perfectly matched in remote collabora-
tion systems such as both remote instructor and local worker wears HMD. Finally, 
remote instructor cannot observe worker sites freely, and then performance of remote 
collaboration is decreased in tasks such as searching and picking. Using table top 
display in such remote collaboration are often used to compensate the previous prob-
lem that remote instructor cannot observe working site. In such remote collaboration 
system, instructions for real objects are conducted by gestures of only finger and arm. 
However, gesture of whole body, face and other body parts cannot be used in such 
kind of system due to deployment of the display placed horizontally. In our proposed 
system we use old fusion wall type LCD panel as output device for instructor to use 
gestures of whole body.  

Typical view sharing system for remote collaboration has almost same camera 
alignment that camera take images from back of remote instructor as shown in fig 1. 
We change this alignment to take camera images from front of remote instructor for 
preventing occlusions caused by a body of remote instructor self as shown in bottom 
of fig 2. Also as visual feedbacks, a mirror image of remote instructor is indicated in 
display of remote instructor side as shown in fig 3. Eventually remote instructor  
can confirm own instruction in the display with this Spatial AR technique. Therefore 
due to displaying the mirror image of remote instructor and changing camera align-
ment, we proposed and implement a novel remote collaboration system which  
prevents occlusion problems caused by instructor body self when they sends clear 
instructions by whole body gesture and allows instructor to use direct manipulation. 
We suppose to unveil relationship among tasks efficiently, whole body gesture and 
even face expressions in remote collaboration regarding objects and places in real 
work spaces. 
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Fig. 2. Camera alignment in typical view sharing system and proposed system 

 

Fig. 3. System diagram 
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3.1 System Overview 

Our proposed system is composed of instructor and worker interfaces. Fig 4 shows ap-
pearance of instructor interface. It composed of Flat panel display (Mitsubishi,  
55P-FD100) to indicate video image of worker side, and Microsoft Kinect to capture 
instructor’s body movement. The Kinect is deployed between the Flat panel display and 
standing position of instructor. Kinect can capture depth and RGB image of instructor at 
the same time. Image of only instructor can be extracted from RGB image according to 
the depth image. After that extracted instructor image is sent to worker interface as 
shown in Fig 3. Also instructor cannot touch the display directly with deploying the 
Kinect between the display and standing position of instructor. Instructor cannot recog-
nize where instructor is pointing to exact. It causes a lack of direct touch and decreasing 
usability. To compensate those issues, transparent image of instructor body is superim-
posed to image on the display as shown in upper right of Fig 4. 

Fig 5 shows worker interface. The worker interface is composed of a projector 
(Mitsubishi, LVP-DX95) and RGB camera (Logicool, HD Pro Webcam C920). The 
RGB camera capture circumstance of worker side. Image of instructor upper body is 
overlaid on working place with the projector as shown in Fig 5. This interface is not 
special and this style is typical Procams (Projector and Camera systems). Because of 
that we do not focus to improvement of worker interface in this paper. 

 

Fig. 4. Appearance of instructor interface (Left) and worker interface (Right) 

Fig 3 shows process of instructions. Worker interface capture working place in-
cluding worker’s hand and objective parts of this task. The captured image stream is 
sent to instructor interface via TCP/IP network. At this time, we apply keystone effect 
to configure and compensate distortion. And then the corrected image indicate on the 
large display located in front of the instructor. Observing the image stream of worker 
side, the instructor make instructions by finger pointing and whole body gesture.  
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Also, image of instructor upper body can be extracted according to depth image of  
Kinect. Those image is sent to worker side, and then the instructor upper body is  
overlaying on work place. Finally, instructor’s finger pointing and whole body gesture 
are duplicated in worker side. Referring duplicated nonverbal channel, the worker 
conduct tasks. Simultaneously, the image is superimposed to the display in instructor 
side as visual feedback for the instructor. Also aural communication can be used each 
other as full duplex via Skype. 

3.2 User Study and Result 

We conduct 2 type user study. After that we called them Experiment 1 and 2. Task 1 
can be accomplished by pointing out only 1 place. Also we set that occlusion prob-
lems do not occur so much as the experiment condition of Experiment 1. Aim of Ex-
periment 1 is to confirm that the proposed system can mark almost same performance 
as well as typical view sharing interface as shown in upper of fig 2.  

In Experiment 2, subject should be pointing out 2 places to accomplish. We set 
Experiment 2 condition that occlusion problems occur so much. Aim of Experiment 2 
is to confirm that the proposed system can perform much more than typical view shar-
ing interface. 

In Experiment 1, we set a task that subjects place some blocks on gridded paper as 
shown in left of Fig 5. The blocks are painted by random color pattern not to distin-
guish at once. Also the gridded paper is painted by random color pattern. It means that 
we let instructor use finger pointing rather than aural instruction. In experiment 2, we 
set a task that subject draw a line from two point indicated by remote instructor on a 
gridded board (Right of Fig 5). Some base points are painted as large black circle on 
the gridded board. The base points avoid that remote instructor spend time for search-
ing two points which convey to a local worker.  

12 subjects (ages 21-25, 11 male and 1 female) conduct Experiment 1 and 2 to 
consider order effects. As a result, typical view sharing is faster than the proposed 
interface in Experiment 1. Significant difference is found in task completion time  
of Experiment 1. In Experiment 2, the proposed interface is faster than the typical  
view shared interface. Significant difference is found in task completion time of  
Experiment 2.  

Also we conduct questionnaire after Experiment 1 and 2. In experiment 1, we can-
not find significant difference among almost all evaluation items excepting “Which 
condition do you transmit the instruction easier?”. In terms of “Which condition  
do you transmit the instruction easier?”, the proposed interface is more easier  
than typical interface. In Experiment 2, the proposed interface obtain good impres-
sions and obtain significant differences in “Which condition do you transmit the in-
struction easier?”, “Which condition do you conduct the instruction precisely?”  
and “Which condition do you feel burdens during instructions?”. However, we cannot 
find significant difference in “Which condition do you conduct the instructions  
faster?”  
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Fig. 5. Gridded board (Left). Blocks and gridded paper (Right). 

3.3 Discussion 

In Experiment 1 which needs one pointing instructions, the typical existed interface 
mark shorter completion time than the proposed interface. As quantities evaluation, 
we cannot find significant difference among almost all evaluation items excepting 
“Which condition do you transmit the instruction easier?”.  

In Experiment 2 which needs two pointing instructions, the proposed interface 
marks shorter completion time than typical interface. As quantities evaluation, the 
proposed interface provides better impressions than the typical interface. Especially, 
quite large difference is obtained in evaluation item of “Do you feel burden when 
instructions?” because instructors should take unnaturally posture during instruction 
in the typical interface. It can say the proposed interface using mirror image can com-
pensate those occlusion problems. Also the proposed interface can provide same im-
pression when conducting one pointing instruction.  

4 Sharing Face Expression among Worker and Instructor 
Using Mirror Image  

In previous chapter, we proposed, implemented and evaluated view sharing system 
using instructor mirror image as application of remote collaboration with installing 
spatial AR techniques. As a result, we can compensate occlusions problems during 
two pointing instructions. Also we propose a method of sharing face expression 
among worker and multiple instructors using mirror image as other application of 
remote collaboration with installing spatial AR technique. We assume that application 
can mark good performance in remote collaboration between two or three instructors 
and one field worker.  

As shown in fig 6, two or three instructor are considering how to instruct. Then,  
local worker can watch the conversation among instructors with observing face ex-
pression, gestures and body. The local worker might obtain much nonverbal commu-
nication comparing to a method of left and middle of Fig 6. Finally, understanding the 
conversation deeply, the local worker can conduct tasks smoothly. 
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Fig. 6. Advantage of sharing face expression with using mirror image of instructors 

5 Conclusion 

We propose, implement and evaluate new view sharing system for remote collabora-
tion. We change this alignment to camera take images from front of remote instructor 
for preventing occlusions caused by a body of remote instructor self. Also as visual 
feedbacks, a mirror image of remote instructor is indicated in display of remote in-
structor side. Eventually remote instructor can confirm own instruction in the display. 
Therefore due to displaying the mirror image of remote instructor and changing  
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camera alignment, we proposed and implement a novel remote collaboration system 
which prevents occlusion problems caused by instructor body self when he/she sends 
clear instructions by whole body gesture and allows instructor to use direct manipula-
tion. Also we propose a method of sharing face expression among worker and mul-
tiple instructors using mirror image as other application of remote collaboration with 
installing spatial AR technique. 
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